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For Anderson localization models, there exists an exact real-space renormalization procedure at fixed energy
which preserves the Green’s functions of the remaining sites #H. Aoki, J. Phys. C 13, 3369 !1980"$. Using this
procedure for the Anderson tight-binding model in dimensions d=2,3, we study numerically the statistical
properties of the renormalized on-site energies ! and of the renormalized hoppings V as a function of the linear
size L. We find that the renormalized on-site energies ! remain finite in the localized phase in d=2,3 and at
criticality !d=3", with a finite density at !=0 and a power-law decay 1 /!2 at large %!%. For the renormalized
hoppings in the localized phase, we find: ln VL&! L

"loc
+L#u, where "loc is the localization length and u a

random variable of order one. The exponent # is the droplet exponent characterizing the strong disorder phase
of the directed polymer in a random medium of dimension 1+ !d!1", with #!d=2"=1 /3 and #!d=3"&0.24.
At criticality !d=3", the statistics of renormalized hoppings V is multifractal, in direct correspondence with the
multifractality of individual eigenstates and of two-point transmissions. In particular, we measure $typ&1 for
the exponent governing the typical decay ln VL&!$typ ln L, in agreement with previous numerical measures of
%typ=d+$typ&4 for the singularity spectrum f!%" of individual eigenfunctions. We also present numerical
results concerning critical surface properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In statistical physics, any large-scale universal behavior is
expected to come from some underlying renormalization
group !“RG”" procedure that eliminates all the details of mi-
croscopic models. In the presence of quenched disorder, in-
teresting universal scaling behaviors usually occur both at
phase transitions !as in pure systems" but also in the low-
temperature disorder-dominated phases. Since the main
property of frozen disorder is to break the translational in-
variance, the most natural renormalization procedures that
allow to describe spatial heterogeneities are a priori real-
space RG procedures.1 However, real-space RG such as the
Migdal-Kadanoff block renormalizations2 contain some ap-
proximations for most disordered models of interest !these
RG procedures become exact only for certain hierarchical
lattices3,4". In this respect, an important exception is provided
by Anderson localization,5 which has remained a very active
field of research over the years !see reviews 6–12": for the
usual Anderson tight-binding model in arbitrary dimension d,
Aoki13–15 proposed an exact real-space RG procedure at
fixed energy that preserves the Green’s functions for the re-
maining sites !see more details in Sec. II below". However,
the numerical results on the RG flows obtained by Aoki
thirty years ago were limited to systems of linear sizes L
'16 in dimension d=2,13 L'8 in dimension d=3,13,14 and
to a very small statistics over the samples. The aim of the
present paper is thus to obtain more detailed numerical re-
sults concerning the statistics of renormalized on-site ener-
gies and renormalized hoppings for Anderson tight-binding
model in dimension d=2, where only the localized phase
exists, and in dimension d=3, where there exists an Ander-
son transition. Our main conclusions are the following: !i" in
the localized phase in dimension d=2,3, the statistics of
renormalized hoppings is not log normal !in contrast with the

conclusions of Refs. 13 and 14 based on numerics on too
small systems", but involves the same universal properties as
the directed polymer model in dimension 1+ !d!1", in agree-
ment with Refs. 16–18; !ii" at criticality, the statistics of
renormalized hoppings is multifractal in direct relation with
the multifractality of eigenstates !see reviews 10 and 12" and
the multifractality of the two-point transmission.19–21

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the exact renormalization rules for Anderson models at fixed
energy, and explain the physical meaning of renormalized
observables in terms of the Green’s function. The statistical
properties of renormalized on-site energies are discussed in
Sec. III. The statistics of renormalized hoppings is studied in
the localized phase in Sec. IV, and at criticality in Sec. V.
Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. REAL-SPACE RENORMALIZATION RULES AT FIXED
ENERGY

A. Anderson localization models

The RG procedure described below can be applied to any
Anderson localization model of the generic form

H = '
i

!i%i()i% + '
i,j

Vi,j%i()j% , !1"

where !i is the on-site energy of site i and Vi,j is the hopping
between the sites i and j.

1. Anderson tight-binding model in dimension d=2 and d=3

The usual Anderson tight-binding model5 corresponds to
the case where

!a" the sites !i" live on an hypercubic lattice in dimension
d;
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!b" the hopping Vi,j is unity if i and j are nearest neighbors
!and zero otherwise";

!c" the on-site energies !i are independent random vari-
ables drawn from the flat distribution

p!!i" =
1
W

"#!
W

2
# !i #

W

2
$ . !2"

The width W thus represents the initial disorder strength. It is
known that in dimension d=1,2, only the localized phase
exists, whereas in dimension d=3, there exists an Anderson
transition at some critical disorder Wc whose numerical value
is around !see review 11 and references therein"

Wc % 16.5. !3"

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

The power-law random-banded matrix !PRBM" model is
defined as follows: the matrix elements Vi,j are independent
Gaussian variables of zero-mean Vi,j =0 and of variance

Vi,j
2 =

1

1 + ! ri,j

b "2a , !4"

where ri,j is the distance between sites i and j. One may
consider either a line geometry with ri,j = &j! i& or the ring
geometry of size L !periodic boundary conditions" with

ri,j
!L" =

L

$
sin#$!i ! j"

L
$ . !5"

We refer to our recent works20,21 for more details and refer-
ences on the PRBM model. The most important property is
that the value of the exponent a determines the localization
properties:22 for a%1 states are localized with integrable
power-law tails, whereas for a&1 states are delocalized. At
criticality a=1, states become multifractal.23–26

B. RG rules upon the elimination of one site

We now consider the Schrödinger equation at a given en-
ergy E for an Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. !1". To elimi-
nate a site i0, we use may the Schrödinger equation projected
on this site

E'!i0" = !i0
'!i0" + '

j
Vi0,j'!j" !6"

to make the substitution

'!i0" =
1

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" !7"

in all other remaining equations. Then from the point of view
of other sites, any factor of the form Vi,i0

'!i0" has to be
replaced by

Vi,i0
'!i0" !

Vi,i0

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" , !8"

i.e., the hoppings between two neighbors !i , j" of i0 are renor-
malized according to

Vi,j
new = Vi,j +

Vi,i0
Vi0,j

E ! !i0

!9"

and the on-site energy of each neighbor i of i0 is renormal-
ized according to

!i
new = !i +

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

E ! !i0

. !10"

These renormalizations equations are exact since they are
based on elimination of the variable '!i0" in the Schrödinger
equation. The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" have been intro-
duced by Aoki13,14 by considering the equations satisfied by
the Green’s function. Here we have chosen to derive them in
the most elementary way by direct substitution in the
Schrödinger equation to make obvious their origin and their
exactness.

As stressed by Aoki,13,14 the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10"
preserve the Green’s function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all
surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly de-
termined using the renormalized parameters. To get a better
intuition of the physical meaning of the renormalized param-
eters, it is thus interesting to consider the simplest cases
where the disordered system is coupled to only one or two
external wires as we now describe.

C. Physical meaning of the renormalized on-site energies

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only a single site called A, the only remaining pa-
rameter is the renormalized on-site energy !A!E". If an exter-
nal wire is attached to this site A, the scattering eigenstate &'(
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H&'( = E&'( !11"

inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wire character-
ized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors. Within the wire, one has thus the plane-
wave form

'!x # xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !12"

where the energy E is related to the wave vector k by

E = 2 cos k . !13"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !12" is determined by the
ratio

R )
'!xA ! 1"

'!xA"
=

e!ik + reik

1 + r
!14"

that is imposed by the Schrödinger equation *Eq. !11"+ pro-
jected onto site A. This can be computed in two ways as we
now discuss.

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized on-site energy

In terms of the renormalized on-site energy !A!E", the
Schrödinger Eq. !11" projected onto site A simply reads
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Figure 1. Schematic flow diagrams for the RG equations. The line h,  = 0 is the critical curve 

separating the localised from extended states. 

with the corresponding RG equations 

h! = b"h, i =  1,2 (13) 

The line h,  = 0 is the equation for the critical curve separating the localised from the 
extended states (figure 1). The fixed point is given by hi = 0, i = 1, 2, with h ,  relevant 
and h, irrelevant. From equation (11) we see that the critical curve is parabolic near 
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Figure 2. E against E :  (a) in two dimensions; (b) in three dimensions, for various values of 

W .  The values of E' at E = 0 can be taken as a measure of numerical uncertainty. The 

straight lines correspond to E' = E. 
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Localization phase transition

order parameter? fluctuations ? renormalization?....

Presence of disorder => one needs to renormalize
probability distributions 

No translational invariance => real space RG procedure

Introduction Aoki real space RG for Anderson localization RG in configuration space for many-body localization Conclusion

Introduction on Anderson localization

Anderson (1958) : First example where disorder completely changes the physics

• Perfect cristal with translation invariance
! delocalized wave functions
• Real cristal with defects, impurities ... that break translation invariance
! localized wavefunction in dimension d = 1, 2, localization transition in d = 3
Natural question for many other systems : are the large scale properties
completely changed by a microscopic disorder ?

Very detailed study of multifractal properties at criticality

• Multifractality of critical eigenfunctions : long history (Wegner 1980 ...)
Review : F. Evers and A.D. Mirlin, Rev. Mod. Phys. 80, 1355 (2008)
• Multifractality is a generic property of random critical points
whenever disorder is relevant (even if it has been much less studied!)
Examples of many-body classical models :
critical points of disordered spin models or of polymer models in random media

Renewed interest : notion of ’Many-body localization’ seen as
an Anderson localization in configuration space (Hilbert space or Fock space)

review:

multifractality of the critical wave function....
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I. INTRODUCTION

In statistical physics, any large-scale universal behavior is
expected to come from some underlying renormalization
group !“RG”" procedure that eliminates all the details of mi-
croscopic models. In the presence of quenched disorder, in-
teresting universal scaling behaviors usually occur both at
phase transitions !as in pure systems" but also in the low-
temperature disorder-dominated phases. Since the main
property of frozen disorder is to break the translational in-
variance, the most natural renormalization procedures that
allow to describe spatial heterogeneities are a priori real-
space RG procedures.1 However, real-space RG such as the
Migdal-Kadanoff block renormalizations2 contain some ap-
proximations for most disordered models of interest !these
RG procedures become exact only for certain hierarchical
lattices3,4". In this respect, an important exception is provided
by Anderson localization,5 which has remained a very active
field of research over the years !see reviews 6–12": for the
usual Anderson tight-binding model in arbitrary dimension d,
Aoki13–15 proposed an exact real-space RG procedure at
fixed energy that preserves the Green’s functions for the re-
maining sites !see more details in Sec. II below". However,
the numerical results on the RG flows obtained by Aoki
thirty years ago were limited to systems of linear sizes L
'16 in dimension d=2,13 L'8 in dimension d=3,13,14 and
to a very small statistics over the samples. The aim of the
present paper is thus to obtain more detailed numerical re-
sults concerning the statistics of renormalized on-site ener-
gies and renormalized hoppings for Anderson tight-binding
model in dimension d=2, where only the localized phase
exists, and in dimension d=3, where there exists an Ander-
son transition. Our main conclusions are the following: !i" in
the localized phase in dimension d=2,3, the statistics of
renormalized hoppings is not log normal !in contrast with the

conclusions of Refs. 13 and 14 based on numerics on too
small systems", but involves the same universal properties as
the directed polymer model in dimension 1+ !d!1", in agree-
ment with Refs. 16–18; !ii" at criticality, the statistics of
renormalized hoppings is multifractal in direct relation with
the multifractality of eigenstates !see reviews 10 and 12" and
the multifractality of the two-point transmission.19–21

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the exact renormalization rules for Anderson models at fixed
energy, and explain the physical meaning of renormalized
observables in terms of the Green’s function. The statistical
properties of renormalized on-site energies are discussed in
Sec. III. The statistics of renormalized hoppings is studied in
the localized phase in Sec. IV, and at criticality in Sec. V.
Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. REAL-SPACE RENORMALIZATION RULES AT FIXED
ENERGY

A. Anderson localization models

The RG procedure described below can be applied to any
Anderson localization model of the generic form

H = '
i

!i%i()i% + '
i,j

Vi,j%i()j% , !1"

where !i is the on-site energy of site i and Vi,j is the hopping
between the sites i and j.

1. Anderson tight-binding model in dimension d=2 and d=3

The usual Anderson tight-binding model5 corresponds to
the case where

!a" the sites !i" live on an hypercubic lattice in dimension
d;
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!b" the hopping Vi,j is unity if i and j are nearest neighbors
!and zero otherwise";

!c" the on-site energies !i are independent random vari-
ables drawn from the flat distribution

p!!i" =
1
W

"#!
W

2
# !i #

W

2
$ . !2"

The width W thus represents the initial disorder strength. It is
known that in dimension d=1,2, only the localized phase
exists, whereas in dimension d=3, there exists an Anderson
transition at some critical disorder Wc whose numerical value
is around !see review 11 and references therein"

Wc % 16.5. !3"

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

The power-law random-banded matrix !PRBM" model is
defined as follows: the matrix elements Vi,j are independent
Gaussian variables of zero-mean Vi,j =0 and of variance

Vi,j
2 =

1

1 + ! ri,j

b "2a , !4"

where ri,j is the distance between sites i and j. One may
consider either a line geometry with ri,j = &j! i& or the ring
geometry of size L !periodic boundary conditions" with

ri,j
!L" =

L

$
sin#$!i ! j"

L
$ . !5"

We refer to our recent works20,21 for more details and refer-
ences on the PRBM model. The most important property is
that the value of the exponent a determines the localization
properties:22 for a%1 states are localized with integrable
power-law tails, whereas for a&1 states are delocalized. At
criticality a=1, states become multifractal.23–26

B. RG rules upon the elimination of one site

We now consider the Schrödinger equation at a given en-
ergy E for an Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. !1". To elimi-
nate a site i0, we use may the Schrödinger equation projected
on this site

E'!i0" = !i0
'!i0" + '

j
Vi0,j'!j" !6"

to make the substitution

'!i0" =
1

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" !7"

in all other remaining equations. Then from the point of view
of other sites, any factor of the form Vi,i0

'!i0" has to be
replaced by

Vi,i0
'!i0" !

Vi,i0

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" , !8"

i.e., the hoppings between two neighbors !i , j" of i0 are renor-
malized according to

Vi,j
new = Vi,j +

Vi,i0
Vi0,j

E ! !i0

!9"

and the on-site energy of each neighbor i of i0 is renormal-
ized according to

!i
new = !i +

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

E ! !i0

. !10"

These renormalizations equations are exact since they are
based on elimination of the variable '!i0" in the Schrödinger
equation. The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" have been intro-
duced by Aoki13,14 by considering the equations satisfied by
the Green’s function. Here we have chosen to derive them in
the most elementary way by direct substitution in the
Schrödinger equation to make obvious their origin and their
exactness.

As stressed by Aoki,13,14 the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10"
preserve the Green’s function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all
surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly de-
termined using the renormalized parameters. To get a better
intuition of the physical meaning of the renormalized param-
eters, it is thus interesting to consider the simplest cases
where the disordered system is coupled to only one or two
external wires as we now describe.

C. Physical meaning of the renormalized on-site energies

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only a single site called A, the only remaining pa-
rameter is the renormalized on-site energy !A!E". If an exter-
nal wire is attached to this site A, the scattering eigenstate &'(
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H&'( = E&'( !11"

inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wire character-
ized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors. Within the wire, one has thus the plane-
wave form

'!x # xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !12"

where the energy E is related to the wave vector k by

E = 2 cos k . !13"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !12" is determined by the
ratio

R )
'!xA ! 1"

'!xA"
=

e!ik + reik

1 + r
!14"

that is imposed by the Schrödinger equation *Eq. !11"+ pro-
jected onto site A. This can be computed in two ways as we
now discuss.

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized on-site energy

In terms of the renormalized on-site energy !A!E", the
Schrödinger Eq. !11" projected onto site A simply reads
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RG rules for the decimation of one site i0

!b" the hopping Vi,j is unity if i and j are nearest neighbors
!and zero otherwise";

!c" the on-site energies !i are independent random vari-
ables drawn from the flat distribution

p!!i" =
1
W

"#!
W

2
# !i #

W

2
$ . !2"

The width W thus represents the initial disorder strength. It is
known that in dimension d=1,2, only the localized phase
exists, whereas in dimension d=3, there exists an Anderson
transition at some critical disorder Wc whose numerical value
is around !see review 11 and references therein"

Wc % 16.5. !3"

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

The power-law random-banded matrix !PRBM" model is
defined as follows: the matrix elements Vi,j are independent
Gaussian variables of zero-mean Vi,j =0 and of variance

Vi,j
2 =

1

1 + ! ri,j

b "2a , !4"

where ri,j is the distance between sites i and j. One may
consider either a line geometry with ri,j = &j! i& or the ring
geometry of size L !periodic boundary conditions" with

ri,j
!L" =

L

$
sin#$!i ! j"

L
$ . !5"

We refer to our recent works20,21 for more details and refer-
ences on the PRBM model. The most important property is
that the value of the exponent a determines the localization
properties:22 for a%1 states are localized with integrable
power-law tails, whereas for a&1 states are delocalized. At
criticality a=1, states become multifractal.23–26

B. RG rules upon the elimination of one site

We now consider the Schrödinger equation at a given en-
ergy E for an Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. !1". To elimi-
nate a site i0, we use may the Schrödinger equation projected
on this site

E'!i0" = !i0
'!i0" + '

j
Vi0,j'!j" !6"

to make the substitution

'!i0" =
1

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" !7"

in all other remaining equations. Then from the point of view
of other sites, any factor of the form Vi,i0

'!i0" has to be
replaced by

Vi,i0
'!i0" !

Vi,i0

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" , !8"

i.e., the hoppings between two neighbors !i , j" of i0 are renor-
malized according to

Vi,j
new = Vi,j +

Vi,i0
Vi0,j

E ! !i0

!9"

and the on-site energy of each neighbor i of i0 is renormal-
ized according to

!i
new = !i +

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

E ! !i0

. !10"

These renormalizations equations are exact since they are
based on elimination of the variable '!i0" in the Schrödinger
equation. The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" have been intro-
duced by Aoki13,14 by considering the equations satisfied by
the Green’s function. Here we have chosen to derive them in
the most elementary way by direct substitution in the
Schrödinger equation to make obvious their origin and their
exactness.

As stressed by Aoki,13,14 the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10"
preserve the Green’s function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all
surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly de-
termined using the renormalized parameters. To get a better
intuition of the physical meaning of the renormalized param-
eters, it is thus interesting to consider the simplest cases
where the disordered system is coupled to only one or two
external wires as we now describe.

C. Physical meaning of the renormalized on-site energies

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only a single site called A, the only remaining pa-
rameter is the renormalized on-site energy !A!E". If an exter-
nal wire is attached to this site A, the scattering eigenstate &'(
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H&'( = E&'( !11"

inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wire character-
ized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors. Within the wire, one has thus the plane-
wave form

'!x # xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !12"

where the energy E is related to the wave vector k by

E = 2 cos k . !13"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !12" is determined by the
ratio

R )
'!xA ! 1"

'!xA"
=

e!ik + reik

1 + r
!14"

that is imposed by the Schrödinger equation *Eq. !11"+ pro-
jected onto site A. This can be computed in two ways as we
now discuss.

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized on-site energy

In terms of the renormalized on-site energy !A!E", the
Schrödinger Eq. !11" projected onto site A simply reads
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!b" the hopping Vi,j is unity if i and j are nearest neighbors
!and zero otherwise";

!c" the on-site energies !i are independent random vari-
ables drawn from the flat distribution

p!!i" =
1
W

"#!
W

2
# !i #

W

2
$ . !2"

The width W thus represents the initial disorder strength. It is
known that in dimension d=1,2, only the localized phase
exists, whereas in dimension d=3, there exists an Anderson
transition at some critical disorder Wc whose numerical value
is around !see review 11 and references therein"

Wc % 16.5. !3"

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

The power-law random-banded matrix !PRBM" model is
defined as follows: the matrix elements Vi,j are independent
Gaussian variables of zero-mean Vi,j =0 and of variance

Vi,j
2 =

1

1 + ! ri,j

b "2a , !4"

where ri,j is the distance between sites i and j. One may
consider either a line geometry with ri,j = &j! i& or the ring
geometry of size L !periodic boundary conditions" with

ri,j
!L" =

L

$
sin#$!i ! j"

L
$ . !5"

We refer to our recent works20,21 for more details and refer-
ences on the PRBM model. The most important property is
that the value of the exponent a determines the localization
properties:22 for a%1 states are localized with integrable
power-law tails, whereas for a&1 states are delocalized. At
criticality a=1, states become multifractal.23–26

B. RG rules upon the elimination of one site

We now consider the Schrödinger equation at a given en-
ergy E for an Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. !1". To elimi-
nate a site i0, we use may the Schrödinger equation projected
on this site

E'!i0" = !i0
'!i0" + '

j
Vi0,j'!j" !6"

to make the substitution

'!i0" =
1

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" !7"

in all other remaining equations. Then from the point of view
of other sites, any factor of the form Vi,i0

'!i0" has to be
replaced by

Vi,i0
'!i0" !

Vi,i0

E ! !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" , !8"

i.e., the hoppings between two neighbors !i , j" of i0 are renor-
malized according to

Vi,j
new = Vi,j +

Vi,i0
Vi0,j

E ! !i0

!9"

and the on-site energy of each neighbor i of i0 is renormal-
ized according to

!i
new = !i +

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

E ! !i0

. !10"

These renormalizations equations are exact since they are
based on elimination of the variable '!i0" in the Schrödinger
equation. The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" have been intro-
duced by Aoki13,14 by considering the equations satisfied by
the Green’s function. Here we have chosen to derive them in
the most elementary way by direct substitution in the
Schrödinger equation to make obvious their origin and their
exactness.

As stressed by Aoki,13,14 the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10"
preserve the Green’s function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all
surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly de-
termined using the renormalized parameters. To get a better
intuition of the physical meaning of the renormalized param-
eters, it is thus interesting to consider the simplest cases
where the disordered system is coupled to only one or two
external wires as we now describe.

C. Physical meaning of the renormalized on-site energies

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only a single site called A, the only remaining pa-
rameter is the renormalized on-site energy !A!E". If an exter-
nal wire is attached to this site A, the scattering eigenstate &'(
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H&'( = E&'( !11"

inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wire character-
ized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors. Within the wire, one has thus the plane-
wave form

'!x # xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !12"

where the energy E is related to the wave vector k by

E = 2 cos k . !13"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !12" is determined by the
ratio

R )
'!xA ! 1"

'!xA"
=

e!ik + reik

1 + r
!14"

that is imposed by the Schrödinger equation *Eq. !11"+ pro-
jected onto site A. This can be computed in two ways as we
now discuss.

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized on-site energy

In terms of the renormalized on-site energy !A!E", the
Schrödinger Eq. !11" projected onto site A simply reads
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: Aoki (1980)

!b" the hopping Vi,j is unity if i and j are nearest neighbors
!and zero otherwise";

!c" the on-site energies !i are independent random vari-
ables drawn from the flat distribution

p!!i" =
1
W

"#−
W

2
# !i #

W

2
$ . !2"

The width W thus represents the initial disorder strength. It is
known that in dimension d=1,2, only the localized phase
exists, whereas in dimension d=3, there exists an Anderson
transition at some critical disorder Wc whose numerical value
is around !see review 11 and references therein"

Wc % 16.5. !3"

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

The power-law random-banded matrix !PRBM" model is
defined as follows: the matrix elements Vi,j are independent
Gaussian variables of zero-mean Vi,j =0 and of variance

Vi,j
2 =

1

1 + ! ri,j

b "2a , !4"

where ri,j is the distance between sites i and j. One may
consider either a line geometry with ri,j = &j− i& or the ring
geometry of size L !periodic boundary conditions" with

ri,j
!L" =

L

$
sin#$!i − j"

L
$ . !5"

We refer to our recent works20,21 for more details and refer-
ences on the PRBM model. The most important property is
that the value of the exponent a determines the localization
properties:22 for a%1 states are localized with integrable
power-law tails, whereas for a&1 states are delocalized. At
criticality a=1, states become multifractal.23–26

B. RG rules upon the elimination of one site

We now consider the Schrödinger equation at a given en-
ergy E for an Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. !1". To elimi-
nate a site i0, we use may the Schrödinger equation projected
on this site

E'!i0" = !i0
'!i0" + '

j
Vi0,j'!j" !6"

to make the substitution

'!i0" =
1

E − !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" !7"

in all other remaining equations. Then from the point of view
of other sites, any factor of the form Vi,i0

'!i0" has to be
replaced by

Vi,i0
'!i0" !

Vi,i0

E − !i0
'

j
Vi0,j'!j" , !8"

i.e., the hoppings between two neighbors !i , j" of i0 are renor-
malized according to

Vi,j
new = Vi,j +

Vi,i0
Vi0,j

E − !i0

!9"

and the on-site energy of each neighbor i of i0 is renormal-
ized according to

!i
new = !i +

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

E − !i0

. !10"

These renormalizations equations are exact since they are
based on elimination of the variable '!i0" in the Schrödinger
equation. The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" have been intro-
duced by Aoki13,14 by considering the equations satisfied by
the Green’s function. Here we have chosen to derive them in
the most elementary way by direct substitution in the
Schrödinger equation to make obvious their origin and their
exactness.

As stressed by Aoki,13,14 the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10"
preserve the Green’s function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all
surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly de-
termined using the renormalized parameters. To get a better
intuition of the physical meaning of the renormalized param-
eters, it is thus interesting to consider the simplest cases
where the disordered system is coupled to only one or two
external wires as we now describe.

C. Physical meaning of the renormalized on-site energies

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only a single site called A, the only remaining pa-
rameter is the renormalized on-site energy !A!E". If an exter-
nal wire is attached to this site A, the scattering eigenstate &'(
satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H&'( = E&'( !11"

inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wire character-
ized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors. Within the wire, one has thus the plane-
wave form

'!x # xA" = eik!x−xA" + re−ik!x−xA", !12"

where the energy E is related to the wave vector k by

E = 2 cos k . !13"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !12" is determined by the
ratio

R )
'!xA − 1"

'!xA"
=

e−ik + reik

1 + r
!14"

that is imposed by the Schrödinger equation *Eq. !11"+ pro-
jected onto site A. This can be computed in two ways as we
now discuss.

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized on-site energy

In terms of the renormalized on-site energy !A!E", the
Schrödinger Eq. !11" projected onto site A simply reads
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if           neighbors of(i, j) i0

fixed energy E



Physical meaning of the renormalized parameters (I)E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" , !15"

i.e., the ratio of Eq. !14" is directly related to the renormal-
ized on-site energy "A,

R = E ! "A!E" . !16"

2. Solution in terms of the spectrum of the closed system

We denote by !En ,#n" the spectrum of the disordered
closed system so that the Hamiltonian inside the disordered
sample reads

Hsystem = #
n

En$#n%&#n$ . !17"

In the presence of the wire, the scattering state $!% of Eq.
!11", which takes the form of Eq. !12" in the wire, can be
decomposed within the disordered system on the !#n" basis

$!% = #
n

$n$#n% . !18"

Projecting the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"( on &#m$ yields
the coefficients

$m =
#m

! !xA"!!xA ! 1"
E ! Em

. !19"

In particular at the contact point A, one obtains

!!xA" = #
n

$n#n!xA" = !!xA ! 1"#
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
!20"

so that the ratio R of Eq. !14" reads

1
R

= #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
) GE!xA,xA" !21"

in terms of the Green’s function GE of the closed system.

3. Relation between the on-site energy and the Green’s
function

In conclusion, the comparison of Eqs. !16" and !21" yields

1
E ! "A!E"

= GE!xA,xA" = #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
, !22"

i.e., the on-site energy "A!E" of the remaining site A is di-
rectly related to the Green function GE!xA ,xA" at coinciding
points.

D. Physical meaning of the renormalized hoppings

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only two sites called A and B, the only remaining
parameters are the two renormalized on-site energies "A!E"
and "B!E" and the renormalized hoppings VAB!E".

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized parameters

In terms of the renormalized parameters, the Schrödinger
equation 'Eq. !11"( projected onto sites A and B simply reads

E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" + VAB!E"!!xB" ,

E!!xB" = "B!E"!!xB" + !!xB + 1" + VBA!E"!!xA" . !23"

If two external wires are attached to A and B the scattering
eigenstate $!% satisfies the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"(
inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wires, charac-
terized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors, where one requires the plane-wave forms

!in!x % xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !24"

!out!x & xB" = teik!x!xB". !25"

These boundary conditions define the reflection amplitude r
of the incoming wire and the transmission amplitude t of the
outgoing wire. The boundary conditions of Eq. !25" deter-
mine the following ratio on the outgoing wire:

!!xB + 1"
!!xB"

= eik. !26"

The following ratio:

R )
!!xA ! 1"

!!xA"
!27"

concerning the incoming wire can be then computed in terms
of the three real renormalized parameters from Eq. !23",

R = E ! "A !
VAB

2

E ! !"B + eik"
. !28"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !25" is then obtained as

r =
R ! e!ik

eik ! R
, !29"

yielding the Landauer transmission

T ) $t$2 = 1 ! $r$2. !30"

To simplify the discussion, we will focus in this paper on the
case of zero energy E=0 !wave vector k=' /2" that corre-
sponds to the center of the band. The Landauer transmission
then reads in terms of the renormalized parameters,

T!E = 0" =
4VAB

2 !"B
2 + 1"

'"A!"B
2 + 1" ! VAB

2 "B(2 + '"B
2 + 1 + VAB

2 (2 .

!31"

For later purposes, it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. !23" as a
system giving the values !!xA" and !!xB" at the contact
points in terms of the values !!xA!1" and !!xB+1" of the
wires as

!!xA" =
1

!E ! "A"D
!!xA ! 1" +

VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
!!xB + 1" ,

!32"
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E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" , !15"

i.e., the ratio of Eq. !14" is directly related to the renormal-
ized on-site energy "A,

R = E ! "A!E" . !16"

2. Solution in terms of the spectrum of the closed system

We denote by !En ,#n" the spectrum of the disordered
closed system so that the Hamiltonian inside the disordered
sample reads

Hsystem = #
n

En$#n%&#n$ . !17"

In the presence of the wire, the scattering state $!% of Eq.
!11", which takes the form of Eq. !12" in the wire, can be
decomposed within the disordered system on the !#n" basis

$!% = #
n

$n$#n% . !18"

Projecting the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"( on &#m$ yields
the coefficients

$m =
#m

! !xA"!!xA ! 1"
E ! Em

. !19"

In particular at the contact point A, one obtains

!!xA" = #
n

$n#n!xA" = !!xA ! 1"#
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
!20"

so that the ratio R of Eq. !14" reads

1
R

= #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
) GE!xA,xA" !21"

in terms of the Green’s function GE of the closed system.

3. Relation between the on-site energy and the Green’s
function

In conclusion, the comparison of Eqs. !16" and !21" yields

1
E ! "A!E"

= GE!xA,xA" = #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
, !22"

i.e., the on-site energy "A!E" of the remaining site A is di-
rectly related to the Green function GE!xA ,xA" at coinciding
points.

D. Physical meaning of the renormalized hoppings

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only two sites called A and B, the only remaining
parameters are the two renormalized on-site energies "A!E"
and "B!E" and the renormalized hoppings VAB!E".

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized parameters

In terms of the renormalized parameters, the Schrödinger
equation 'Eq. !11"( projected onto sites A and B simply reads

E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" + VAB!E"!!xB" ,

E!!xB" = "B!E"!!xB" + !!xB + 1" + VBA!E"!!xA" . !23"

If two external wires are attached to A and B the scattering
eigenstate $!% satisfies the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"(
inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wires, charac-
terized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors, where one requires the plane-wave forms

!in!x % xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !24"

!out!x & xB" = teik!x!xB". !25"

These boundary conditions define the reflection amplitude r
of the incoming wire and the transmission amplitude t of the
outgoing wire. The boundary conditions of Eq. !25" deter-
mine the following ratio on the outgoing wire:

!!xB + 1"
!!xB"

= eik. !26"

The following ratio:

R )
!!xA ! 1"

!!xA"
!27"

concerning the incoming wire can be then computed in terms
of the three real renormalized parameters from Eq. !23",

R = E ! "A !
VAB

2

E ! !"B + eik"
. !28"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !25" is then obtained as

r =
R ! e!ik

eik ! R
, !29"

yielding the Landauer transmission

T ) $t$2 = 1 ! $r$2. !30"

To simplify the discussion, we will focus in this paper on the
case of zero energy E=0 !wave vector k=' /2" that corre-
sponds to the center of the band. The Landauer transmission
then reads in terms of the renormalized parameters,

T!E = 0" =
4VAB

2 !"B
2 + 1"

'"A!"B
2 + 1" ! VAB

2 "B(2 + '"B
2 + 1 + VAB

2 (2 .

!31"

For later purposes, it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. !23" as a
system giving the values !!xA" and !!xB" at the contact
points in terms of the values !!xA!1" and !!xB+1" of the
wires as

!!xA" =
1

!E ! "A"D
!!xA ! 1" +

VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
!!xB + 1" ,

!32"
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E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" , !15"

i.e., the ratio of Eq. !14" is directly related to the renormal-
ized on-site energy "A,

R = E ! "A!E" . !16"

2. Solution in terms of the spectrum of the closed system

We denote by !En ,#n" the spectrum of the disordered
closed system so that the Hamiltonian inside the disordered
sample reads

Hsystem = #
n

En$#n%&#n$ . !17"

In the presence of the wire, the scattering state $!% of Eq.
!11", which takes the form of Eq. !12" in the wire, can be
decomposed within the disordered system on the !#n" basis

$!% = #
n

$n$#n% . !18"

Projecting the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"( on &#m$ yields
the coefficients

$m =
#m

! !xA"!!xA ! 1"
E ! Em

. !19"

In particular at the contact point A, one obtains

!!xA" = #
n

$n#n!xA" = !!xA ! 1"#
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
!20"

so that the ratio R of Eq. !14" reads

1
R

= #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
) GE!xA,xA" !21"

in terms of the Green’s function GE of the closed system.

3. Relation between the on-site energy and the Green’s
function

In conclusion, the comparison of Eqs. !16" and !21" yields

1
E ! "A!E"

= GE!xA,xA" = #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
, !22"

i.e., the on-site energy "A!E" of the remaining site A is di-
rectly related to the Green function GE!xA ,xA" at coinciding
points.

D. Physical meaning of the renormalized hoppings

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only two sites called A and B, the only remaining
parameters are the two renormalized on-site energies "A!E"
and "B!E" and the renormalized hoppings VAB!E".

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized parameters

In terms of the renormalized parameters, the Schrödinger
equation 'Eq. !11"( projected onto sites A and B simply reads

E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" + VAB!E"!!xB" ,

E!!xB" = "B!E"!!xB" + !!xB + 1" + VBA!E"!!xA" . !23"

If two external wires are attached to A and B the scattering
eigenstate $!% satisfies the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"(
inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wires, charac-
terized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors, where one requires the plane-wave forms

!in!x % xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !24"

!out!x & xB" = teik!x!xB". !25"

These boundary conditions define the reflection amplitude r
of the incoming wire and the transmission amplitude t of the
outgoing wire. The boundary conditions of Eq. !25" deter-
mine the following ratio on the outgoing wire:

!!xB + 1"
!!xB"

= eik. !26"

The following ratio:

R )
!!xA ! 1"

!!xA"
!27"

concerning the incoming wire can be then computed in terms
of the three real renormalized parameters from Eq. !23",

R = E ! "A !
VAB

2

E ! !"B + eik"
. !28"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !25" is then obtained as

r =
R ! e!ik

eik ! R
, !29"

yielding the Landauer transmission

T ) $t$2 = 1 ! $r$2. !30"

To simplify the discussion, we will focus in this paper on the
case of zero energy E=0 !wave vector k=' /2" that corre-
sponds to the center of the band. The Landauer transmission
then reads in terms of the renormalized parameters,

T!E = 0" =
4VAB

2 !"B
2 + 1"

'"A!"B
2 + 1" ! VAB

2 "B(2 + '"B
2 + 1 + VAB

2 (2 .

!31"

For later purposes, it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. !23" as a
system giving the values !!xA" and !!xB" at the contact
points in terms of the values !!xA!1" and !!xB+1" of the
wires as

!!xA" =
1

!E ! "A"D
!!xA ! 1" +

VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
!!xB + 1" ,

!32"
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E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" , !15"

i.e., the ratio of Eq. !14" is directly related to the renormal-
ized on-site energy "A,

R = E ! "A!E" . !16"

2. Solution in terms of the spectrum of the closed system

We denote by !En ,#n" the spectrum of the disordered
closed system so that the Hamiltonian inside the disordered
sample reads

Hsystem = #
n

En$#n%&#n$ . !17"

In the presence of the wire, the scattering state $!% of Eq.
!11", which takes the form of Eq. !12" in the wire, can be
decomposed within the disordered system on the !#n" basis

$!% = #
n

$n$#n% . !18"

Projecting the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"( on &#m$ yields
the coefficients

$m =
#m

! !xA"!!xA ! 1"
E ! Em

. !19"

In particular at the contact point A, one obtains

!!xA" = #
n

$n#n!xA" = !!xA ! 1"#
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
!20"

so that the ratio R of Eq. !14" reads

1
R

= #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
) GE!xA,xA" !21"

in terms of the Green’s function GE of the closed system.

3. Relation between the on-site energy and the Green’s
function

In conclusion, the comparison of Eqs. !16" and !21" yields

1
E ! "A!E"

= GE!xA,xA" = #
n

$#n!xA"$2

E ! En
, !22"

i.e., the on-site energy "A!E" of the remaining site A is di-
rectly related to the Green function GE!xA ,xA" at coinciding
points.

D. Physical meaning of the renormalized hoppings

If one uses the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there
remains only two sites called A and B, the only remaining
parameters are the two renormalized on-site energies "A!E"
and "B!E" and the renormalized hoppings VAB!E".

1. Solution in terms of the renormalized parameters

In terms of the renormalized parameters, the Schrödinger
equation 'Eq. !11"( projected onto sites A and B simply reads

E!!xA" = "A!E"!!xA" + !!xA ! 1" + VAB!E"!!xB" ,

E!!xB" = "B!E"!!xB" + !!xB + 1" + VBA!E"!!xA" . !23"

If two external wires are attached to A and B the scattering
eigenstate $!% satisfies the Schrödinger equation 'Eq. !11"(
inside the disorder sample and in the perfect wires, charac-
terized by no on-site energy and by hopping unity between
nearest neighbors, where one requires the plane-wave forms

!in!x % xA" = eik!x!xA" + re!ik!x!xA", !24"

!out!x & xB" = teik!x!xB". !25"

These boundary conditions define the reflection amplitude r
of the incoming wire and the transmission amplitude t of the
outgoing wire. The boundary conditions of Eq. !25" deter-
mine the following ratio on the outgoing wire:

!!xB + 1"
!!xB"

= eik. !26"

The following ratio:

R )
!!xA ! 1"

!!xA"
!27"

concerning the incoming wire can be then computed in terms
of the three real renormalized parameters from Eq. !23",

R = E ! "A !
VAB

2

E ! !"B + eik"
. !28"

The reflexion coefficient r of Eq. !25" is then obtained as

r =
R ! e!ik

eik ! R
, !29"

yielding the Landauer transmission

T ) $t$2 = 1 ! $r$2. !30"

To simplify the discussion, we will focus in this paper on the
case of zero energy E=0 !wave vector k=' /2" that corre-
sponds to the center of the band. The Landauer transmission
then reads in terms of the renormalized parameters,

T!E = 0" =
4VAB

2 !"B
2 + 1"

'"A!"B
2 + 1" ! VAB

2 "B(2 + '"B
2 + 1 + VAB

2 (2 .

!31"

For later purposes, it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. !23" as a
system giving the values !!xA" and !!xB" at the contact
points in terms of the values !!xA!1" and !!xB+1" of the
wires as

!!xA" =
1

!E ! "A"D
!!xA ! 1" +

VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
!!xB + 1" ,

!32"
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E = 2cos k

A B
lead lead"in" "out"

!A(E) !B(E)

VAB(E)



Physical meaning of the renormalized parameters (II)

*let the spectrum of the closed system be (En,!n)

H|!! = E|!! |!! =
!

n

!n|"n!et

VAB =
GAB

GAAGBB !G2
AB

GIJ =
!

n

!n(I)!!n(J)
E ! En



Numerical study of the localized phase in d=2,3

!!xB" =
VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
!!xA ! 1" +

1
!E ! "B"D

!!xB + 1" ,

!33"

with the notation

D # 1 !
VAB

2

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"
. !34"

2. Solution in terms of the spectrum of the closed system

As above, we denote by !En ,#n" the spectrum of the dis-
ordered closed system $Eq. !17"% and decompose the scatter-
ing state on the !#n" basis as in Eq. !18". Projecting the
Schrödinger equation $Eq. !11"% on &#m' yields the coeffi-
cients

$m =
#m

! !xA"!!xA ! 1"
E ! Em

+
#m

! !xB"!!xB + 1"
E ! Em

. !35"

In particular at the contact points A and B, one obtains

!!xA" = (
n

$n#n!A" = GE!xA,xA"!!xA ! 1"

+ GE!xB,xA"!!xB + 1" ,

!!xB" = (
n

$n#n!B" = GE!xA,xB"!!xA ! 1"

+ GE!xB,xB"!!xB + 1" !36"

in terms of the Green function of the closed system

G!i, j" = (
n!Ld

#n
!!i"#n!j"
E ! En

. !37"

3. Renormalized parameters in terms of the Green’s
function

In conclusion, the comparison between Eq. !33" and !36"
gives the Green’s functions in terms of the renormalized pa-
rameters

GAA =
1

!E ! "A"D
,

GBB =
1

!E ! "B"D
,

GAB =
VAB

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"D
, !38"

or by inversion the renormalized parameters in terms of the
Green’s function,

E ! "A =
1

GAAD
,

E ! "B =
1

GBBD
,

VAB =
GAB

GAAGBBD
, !39"

with

D = 1 !
VAB

2

!E ! "A"!E ! "B"
= 1 !

GAB
2

GAAGBB
. !40"

These relations clarify the physical meaning of the renormal-
ized parameters in terms of the Green’s functions that are
usually considered in the literature.

E. Numerical computations of renormalized parameters

The RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" can be followed nu-
merically from the initial condition given by the model of
Eq. !1" under interest. In the following, we describe the sizes
and the statistics over the samples that we have studied for
the Anderson tight-binding model in dimension d=2 and d
=3 and the PRBM model.

1. Anderson tight-binding model in dimension d=2 and d=3

For the Anderson tight-binding model described in Sec.
II A 1, we have followed numerically the RG rules starting
from a hypercubic lattice of size Ld with periodic boundary
conditions in all d directions. In each sample, the final state
that we analyze is an hypercube of linear size L /2, as shown
on Fig. 1 for d=2 and on Fig. 2 for d=3

!i" In dimension d=2, there are four remaining sites
per sample as shown on Fig. 1, i.e., there are four renormal-
ized on-site energies and four renormalized couplings at
distance L /2. We have studied the sizes L
=12,24,36,48,60,72,84,96,108,120. The corresponding
numbers ns!L" of independent samples are of order
ns!L=12"=2.107, ns!L=60"=33.103, and ns!L=120"=1150.

!ii" In d=3 there are eight remaining sites per sample
as shown on Fig. 2, i.e., there are eight renormalized
on-site energies and twelve renormalized couplings at
distance L /2. We have studied the sizes L

Periodic B.C.

Periodic
B

.C
.

FIG. 1. !Color online" Renormalization procedure in dimension
d=2. The initial state is the tight-binding Anderson model on a
square lattice of size L2, with periodic boundary conditions in the
two directions. Sites are then iteratively eliminated using the RG
rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there remains only the four sites
corresponding to the large disks, i.e., there are four renormalized
on-site energies and four renormalized hoppings at distance L /2 per
sample.
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=4,6 ,8 ,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30. The corre-
sponding numbers ns!L" of independent samples are of order
ns!L=4"=107, ns!L=10"=6.104, ns!L=20"=400, and ns!L
=30"=24.

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

For the PRBM model described in Sec. II, we have fol-
lowed numerically the RG rules up to the final state shown
on Fig. 3 containing only the sites L /2 and L, i.e., in each
sample, there are two renormalized on-site energies and one
renormalized coupling. We have studied rings of sizes 50
!L!1800 with corresponding statistics of 10.108"ns!L"
"2400 independent samples.

III. STATISTICS OF RENORMALIZED ON-SITE
ENERGIES

A. General properties

We find that the renormalized on-site energies remain fi-
nite in all phases !localized, delocalized, and critical", and
that the histograms PL!#" corresponding to various system

sizes L converge toward some stationary distribution P$!#"
that present the following common properties:

!i" P$!#" is symmetric in #!!# #as the initial condition
of Eq. !2"$.

!ii" P$!#" has a finite density P$!0" at its center #=0.
After the change in variables to y% ln&#&, this corresponds to

P$!y % ln&#&" %
y!!$

&#& = ey . !41"

!iii" For #! &$, P$!#" presents the following power-law
decay:

P$!#" %
#!&$

1
#2 . !42"

After the change of variables to y% ln&#&, Eq. !42" corre-
sponds to

P$!y % ln&#&" %
y!+$

1
&#&

= e!y . !43"

The origin of the power law of Eq. !42", even when one
starts from a bounded distribution in # as in the tight-binding
Anderson model #see Eq. !2"$, can be understood from the
form the RG rule of Eq. !10" which reads at zero energy E
=0

#i
new = #i !

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

#i0

. !44"

During the first steps of renormalization where the hoppings
V are finite, very large renormalized on-site energies are gen-
erated when the eliminated on-site energy #i0

is very small.
The finite density of P!#i0

" at #i0
=0 yields the power-law

decay of Eq. !42" via the change in variable #i
new'!1 /#i0

using the standard formula Pnew!#i
new"d#i

new=P!#i0
"d#i0

. In
the remaining of this section, we present the histograms we
have measured in various cases.

B. Results for the square lattice in dimension d=2

In Fig. 4, we show the histograms of the logarithm of the
absolute value of the renormalized on-site energy # for vari-
ous sizes 12!L!120: apart from the cutoffs in the tails
imposed by different statistics over the samples, these histo-
grams coincide. This shows that the convergence toward the
stationary distribution P$!#" is quite rapid: starting from the
initial condition of Eq. !2", our results for the smallest size
l=12 have already “converged” toward the final—and very
different—distribution of Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the slope of the
left tail is of order +1, in agreement with Eq. !41", and the
slope of the right tail is of order !1, in agreement with Eq.
!43".

C. Results for the cubic lattice in dimension d=3

Our data for the Anderson tight-binding model in d=3 are
shown in Fig. 5: both in the localized phase and at criticality,
the convergence in L toward the stationary distribution P$!#"
is still rapid, and the measured tails are again in agreement
with Eqs. !41" and !43". It turns out that for a given disorder

in the 3 directions
Periodic B.C.

FIG. 2. !Color online" Renormalization procedure in dimension
d=3. The initial state is the tight-binding Anderson model on a
cubic lattice of size L3, with periodic boundary conditions in the
three directions !here for clarity, the sites of the initial model have
not be drawn in contrast to Fig. 1 concerning the case d=2 which is
more explicit". Sites are then iteratively eliminated using the RG
rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there remains only the eight sites
corresponding to the large disks, i.e., there are eight renormalized
on-site energies and twelve renormalized hoppings at distance L /2
per sample.

L

L!1

L/2

1
2

3

L!2

FIG. 3. !Color online" Renormalization procedure for the PRBM
model with the ring geometry. Sites are iteratively eliminated using
the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there remains only the two
sites L /2 and L corresponding to the large disks, i.e., there are two
renormalized on-site energies and one renormalized hoppings per
sample.
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One keeps the points and decimates all others

(E = 0)
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L

2

=> histograms of     and ! VL/2
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value, our numerical results concerning P!!"" seem to coin-
cide for d=2 and d=3 #Fig. 4 and Fig. 5!a" corresponding to
Wd=40$: the reasons of this coincidence are not clear to us
since the initial coordinence of sites clearly depends on the
dimension d.

D. Results for the PRBM model

The properties found above for Anderson tight-binding
models seem to be valid for more general Anderson models
of the form of Eq. !1". As an example, we show on Fig. 6 our
data concerning the PRBM model described in Sec. II. The
histograms of renormalized energies converge rapidly toward
their limit. The stationary distribution presents the tails of
Eqs. !41" and !43" in all phases !localized, critical, and de-
localized".

E. Consequences

In conclusion, the renormalized on-site energies remain
finite random variables in all phases !localized, critical, and
delocalized". As a consequence, the behavior of the two-
point Landauer transmission of Eq. !31" is determined by the
properties of the renormalized hoppings

!i" In the delocalized phase, both the renormalized hop-
ping and the two-point transmission will remain random fi-
nite variables.

!ii" In the localized phase and at criticality where the two-
point transmission decays with the distance, its decay will be
directly related to the decay of the renormalized hopping via

ln T!E = 0" % ln VAB
2 + finite. !45"

In the following, we discuss the statistics of renormalized
hoppings in the localized phase and at criticality, in relation
with the statistics of two-point transmission.

IV. STATISTICS OF RENORMALIZED HOPPINGS IN THE
LOCALIZED PHASE

A. Universality class of the directed polymer in a random
medium

In dimension d=1, the transfer-matrix formulation of the
Schrödinger equation yields a log-normal distribution for the
Landauer transmission,27,28

ln TL
!d=1" #

L!!
!

L

$loc
+ L1/2u . !46"

The leading nonrandom term is extensive in L and involves
the localization length $loc. The subleading random term is of
order L1/2, and the random variable u of order O!1" is Gauss-
ian distributed as a consequence of the Central Limit theo-
rem. Although it has been very often assumed and written
that this log-normal distribution persists in the localized
phase in dimension d=2,3, theoretical arguments16,17 and
recent numerical calculations18 are in favor of the following
scaling form for the logarithm of the transmission:

!15 !10 !5 0 5 10 15
!17.5

!15

!12.5

!10

!7.5

!5

!2.5

0

ln | |!

ln P

FIG. 4. !Color online" Statistics of renormalized on-site energies
" for the Anderson model on the square lattice in dimension d=2
for sizes 12%L%120 !disorder strength W=40": the histograms of
ln&"& are identical !apart for the cutoff imposed by the statistics over
the samples" The left and right slopes of value unity corresponds to
Eqs. !41" and !43".

!15 !5 5 15
!15

!10

!5

0

ln | |!

ln P

!15 !5 5 15
!15

!10

!5

0

ln | |

ln P

!

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. !Color online" Statistics of renormalized on-site energies
" for the Anderson model on the cubic lattice in dimension d=3 for
sizes 4%L%20 !a" Histograms of ln&"& in the localized phase
!W=40" !b" Histograms of ln&"& at criticality !Wc=16.5"
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=4,6 ,8 ,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30. The corre-
sponding numbers ns!L" of independent samples are of order
ns!L=4"=107, ns!L=10"=6.104, ns!L=20"=400, and ns!L
=30"=24.

2. Power-law random-banded matrix model

For the PRBM model described in Sec. II, we have fol-
lowed numerically the RG rules up to the final state shown
on Fig. 3 containing only the sites L /2 and L, i.e., in each
sample, there are two renormalized on-site energies and one
renormalized coupling. We have studied rings of sizes 50
!L!1800 with corresponding statistics of 10.108"ns!L"
"2400 independent samples.

III. STATISTICS OF RENORMALIZED ON-SITE
ENERGIES

A. General properties

We find that the renormalized on-site energies remain fi-
nite in all phases !localized, delocalized, and critical", and
that the histograms PL!#" corresponding to various system

sizes L converge toward some stationary distribution P$!#"
that present the following common properties:

!i" P$!#" is symmetric in #!!# #as the initial condition
of Eq. !2"$.

!ii" P$!#" has a finite density P$!0" at its center #=0.
After the change in variables to y% ln&#&, this corresponds to

P$!y % ln&#&" %
y!!$

&#& = ey . !41"

!iii" For #! &$, P$!#" presents the following power-law
decay:

P$!#" %
#!&$

1
#2 . !42"

After the change of variables to y% ln&#&, Eq. !42" corre-
sponds to

P$!y % ln&#&" %
y!+$

1
&#&

= e!y . !43"

The origin of the power law of Eq. !42", even when one
starts from a bounded distribution in # as in the tight-binding
Anderson model #see Eq. !2"$, can be understood from the
form the RG rule of Eq. !10" which reads at zero energy E
=0

#i
new = #i !

Vi,i0
Vi0,i

#i0

. !44"

During the first steps of renormalization where the hoppings
V are finite, very large renormalized on-site energies are gen-
erated when the eliminated on-site energy #i0

is very small.
The finite density of P!#i0

" at #i0
=0 yields the power-law

decay of Eq. !42" via the change in variable #i
new'!1 /#i0

using the standard formula Pnew!#i
new"d#i

new=P!#i0
"d#i0

. In
the remaining of this section, we present the histograms we
have measured in various cases.

B. Results for the square lattice in dimension d=2

In Fig. 4, we show the histograms of the logarithm of the
absolute value of the renormalized on-site energy # for vari-
ous sizes 12!L!120: apart from the cutoffs in the tails
imposed by different statistics over the samples, these histo-
grams coincide. This shows that the convergence toward the
stationary distribution P$!#" is quite rapid: starting from the
initial condition of Eq. !2", our results for the smallest size
l=12 have already “converged” toward the final—and very
different—distribution of Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the slope of the
left tail is of order +1, in agreement with Eq. !41", and the
slope of the right tail is of order !1, in agreement with Eq.
!43".

C. Results for the cubic lattice in dimension d=3

Our data for the Anderson tight-binding model in d=3 are
shown in Fig. 5: both in the localized phase and at criticality,
the convergence in L toward the stationary distribution P$!#"
is still rapid, and the measured tails are again in agreement
with Eqs. !41" and !43". It turns out that for a given disorder

in the 3 directions
Periodic B.C.

FIG. 2. !Color online" Renormalization procedure in dimension
d=3. The initial state is the tight-binding Anderson model on a
cubic lattice of size L3, with periodic boundary conditions in the
three directions !here for clarity, the sites of the initial model have
not be drawn in contrast to Fig. 1 concerning the case d=2 which is
more explicit". Sites are then iteratively eliminated using the RG
rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there remains only the eight sites
corresponding to the large disks, i.e., there are eight renormalized
on-site energies and twelve renormalized hoppings at distance L /2
per sample.

L

L!1

L/2

1
2

3

L!2

FIG. 3. !Color online" Renormalization procedure for the PRBM
model with the ring geometry. Sites are iteratively eliminated using
the RG rules of Eqs. !9" and !10" until there remains only the two
sites L /2 and L corresponding to the large disks, i.e., there are two
renormalized on-site energies and one renormalized hoppings per
sample.
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The renormalized on-site energies remain finite 
random variables in all phases

lnTL/2(E = 0) = lnV 2
L/2 + finite

P!(! = 0) = finite



V. STATISTICS OF RENORMALIZED HOPPINGS AT
CRITICALITY

A. Expected multifractal statistics

At criticality, the statistics of the two-point transmission is
multifractal:19–21 the critical probability distribution of the
two-point transmission TL takes the form

Prob!TL " L!!#dT "
L!#

L$!!#d! , !52#

where the multifractal spectrum $!!# exist only for !%0 !as
a consequence of the physical bound TL&1# and is related to
the singularity spectrum f!'# of eigenfunctions via

$!! % 0# = 2$ f%' = d +
!

2
& ! d' . !53#

At criticality the decay of the two-point transmission is di-
rectly related to the decay of the renormalized hopping via
Eq. !45#. As a consequence, what is known about the statis-
tics of the two-point transmission at criticality can be trans-
lated for the renormalized hoppings. The probability distri-
bution of the renormalized hopping VL at scale L takes the
form

Prob!(VL( " L!(#dV "
L!#

LH!(#d( , !54#

where

H!( % 0# = $!2(# = 2)f!' = d + (# ! d* . !55#

In particular, the typical exponent (typ characterizing the
typical decay

ln VL +
L!+#

! (typ ln L !56#

is related to the typical exponent !typ of the two-point trans-
mission and to the typical exponent 'typ of the singularity
spectrum via

(typ =
!typ

2
= 'typ ! d . !57#
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FIG. 7. Statistics of the typical renormalized hopping in d=2
where only the localized phase exists !the data shown correspond to
the disorder strength W=40# !a# Typical exponential decay: ln VL is
linear in L and the slope represents the inverse of the localization
length )loc )Eq. !48#*. !b# The fluctuation term *!ln VL# grows as L+

)Eq. !48#* with +!d=2#+0.33.
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FIG. 8. !Color online# Histograms of the logarithm of the renormalized hopping ln VL for various lengths L in the localized phase !for
the disorder strength W=40 !a# in dimension d=2 !b# in dimension d=3
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multifractal:19–21 the critical probability distribution of the
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At criticality the decay of the two-point transmission is di-
rectly related to the decay of the renormalized hopping via
Eq. !45#. As a consequence, what is known about the statis-
tics of the two-point transmission at criticality can be trans-
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bution of the renormalized hopping VL at scale L takes the
form
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L!#
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where

H!( % 0# = $!2(# = 2)f!' = d + (# ! d* . !55#

In particular, the typical exponent (typ characterizing the
typical decay

ln VL +
L!+#

! (typ ln L !56#

is related to the typical exponent !typ of the two-point trans-
mission and to the typical exponent 'typ of the singularity
spectrum via

(typ =
!typ

2
= 'typ ! d . !57#
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FIG. 7. Statistics of the typical renormalized hopping in d=2
where only the localized phase exists !the data shown correspond to
the disorder strength W=40# !a# Typical exponential decay: ln VL is
linear in L and the slope represents the inverse of the localization
length )loc )Eq. !48#*. !b# The fluctuation term *!ln VL# grows as L+

)Eq. !48#* with +!d=2#+0.33.
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FIG. 8. !Color online# Histograms of the logarithm of the renormalized hopping ln VL for various lengths L in the localized phase !for
the disorder strength W=40 !a# in dimension d=2 !b# in dimension d=3
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ln TL
!d" !

L!"
!

L

#loc
+ L$!d"u , !47"

where the exponent $!d" depends on the dimension d and
coincides with the droplet exponent characterizing the strong
disorder phase of the directed polymer in a random medium
of dimension 1+ !d!1" !see the review29 on directed poly-
mers". The probability distribution of the rescaled variable u
is not Gaussian but is determined by the directed polymer
universality class !see Ref. 18 where its distribution in d=2
is shown to coincide with the exactly known Tracy-Widom
distribution for the directed polymer in 1+1".

The arguments in favor of the same universality class can
be decomposed in two steps:16–18

!i" In the localized phase of Anderson localization in di-
mension d, the transmission decays exponentially with the
length, and thus directed paths completely dominate asymp-
totically over nondirected paths. In dimension d=2, the
dominance of a narrow channel can be seen on Figs. 10 and
11 of Ref. 30.

!ii" These directed paths of the Anderson model have
weights that are random both in magnitude and sign, but it
turns out that the directed polymer model which is usually
defined with random positive weights !Boltzmann weights"
keeps the same exponents in the presence of complex
weights !see section 6.3 of review 29".

In conclusion, from the relation of Eq. !45", we expect
that the renormalized hoppings will present the same statis-
tics as the Landauer transmission of Eq. !47",

ln VL # !
L

#loc
+ L$!d"u + ¯ . !48"

To check this relation, we have measured the averaged value
and the variance of the logarithm of the renormalized hop-
pings in dimension d=2,3.

B. Results for the square lattice in dimension d=2

In dimension d=2, only the localized phase exists. On
Fig. 7!a", we show the typical exponential decay correspond-
ing to a finite localization length #loc in Eq. !48". In Fig. 7!b",
we show the amplitude %!ln VL" of the random term in Eq.
!48": the three parameters fit %!ln VL"=a0L$!d=2"+a1 yields
the value

$!d = 2" # 0.33, !49"

in agreement with the exact result31–34

$DP!1 + 1" =
1
3

!50"

for the directed polymer in a random medium of dimension
1+1. In Fig. 8!a", we show the histograms of !ln VL" for
various sizes L: as L grows, the maximum moves linearly
while the width grows as L$.

C. Results for the cubic lattice in dimension d=3

In dimension d=3, the localized phase exists in the do-
main W&Wc#16.5 for the disorder strength $Eq. !3"%. The
data shown in Fig. 9 correspond to the disorder strength W
=40. The histograms of !ln VL" for various sizes L are shown
in Fig. 8!b". On Fig. 9!a", the typical exponential decay
found corresponds to a finite localization length #loc in Eq.
!48". In Fig. 9!b", the amplitude %!ln VL" of the random term
in Eq. !48" can be fitted by the form %!ln VL"=a0L$!d=3"

+a1 that yields the value

$!d = 3" # 0.24, !51"

in agreement with the measures of the droplet exponent
$DP!1+2"#0.244 obtained for the directed polymer in a
random medium of dimension 1+2 in various
references.35–39
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FIG. 6. !Color online" Statistics of renormalized on-site energies ' in the PRBM model of parameter b=0.1 !a" The histograms of ln&'&
at criticality a=1 for various sizes L=100,200,400,600,800 are identical !apart for the cutoff imposed by the statistics over the samples".
!b" Comparison of the stationary distributions in the localized phase !a=1.4", at criticality !a=1" and in the delocalized phase !a=0.6". The
left and right slopes of value unity correspond to Eqs. !41" and !43".
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!(2) = 0.33..

!(3) = 0.24..

*universality class of the directed polymer in a random medium 
(Nguyen-Spivak-Shlovskii 85, Medina-Kardar 92, Prior-Somoza-Ortuno 05)

 * in d=2,  u has Tracy-Widom distribution

* in d=3,  at the transition: multifractality of VL



Multifractality of the critical Landauer transmission

H =
!

Hij |i!"j|

PRBM model : {



*criticality:   a=1

!b(!) = 2 (fb("(!))! 1)

!(") = 1 +
"

2

Aoki RG at E=0



Interactions between electrons and many-body localization
(Altshuler et al. 97, Gornyi et al 05, Basko et al 06..)

3

C. Application to the interacting fermions model of Ref. [26]

In numerical studies of quantum problems containing both interactions and disorder, it is natural to consider first
the spatial dimension d = 1. The simplest model is then a chain of spinless fermions with nearest-neighbor interaction
and on-site disorder (see for instance [34–36] and references therein). In this paper, we consider the same type of
model, but with second-neighbor hopping in addition, as in Ref. [26]. More precisely, the model of Ref. [26] is defined
by the following Hamiltonian on a one-dimensional lattice of L sites with periodic boundary conditions

H =
L
!

i=1

"

wini + V

#

ni !
1

2

$#

ni+1 !
1

2

$

+ c†i ci+1 + c†i+1ci + c†ici+2 + c†i+2ci

%

(7)

with the usual notations :
(i) ni = c†ici represents the number of spinless fermion on site i and can take only two values (0 if the site is empty

or 1 if the site is occupied). The many-body Hilbert space has thus for dimension

NL = 2L (8)

The spinless character has been chosen to reach bigger sizes L for a given value of the Hilbert space dimension NL

[26].
(ii) the on-site energies wi are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance W 2, i.e. W measures

the disorder strength.
(iii) the nearest-neighbor interaction is chosen to be V = 2, the hopping terms between nearest-neighbors and

second-neighbors are chosen to be t = t! = 1. The second-neighbor hopping is included to have non-integrability at
zero randomness, see [37] for more details on the properties of the model in the zero-disorder limit.
(iv) the total number of particles is conserved : we study the case of half-filling with L/2 particles for L sites as in

[26].
In summary, we consider in this paper the model of Ref. [26] with exactly the same values of parameters, but we

study another observable to detect the possible many-body localization transition. We apply the RG procedure in
configuration space described above, to obtain, in each disordered sample of even size L, the renormalized hopping
VL at zero energy E = 0 (center of the density of states) between the two alternate configurations CA, and CB after
the decimation of all other configurations

VL " VCA,CB (E = 0) (9)

More precisely, the first configuration CA has all even sites occupied and all odd sites empty, whereas the second
configuration CB has all odd sites occupied and all even sites empty. Their distance in configuration space is thus L/2
(the minimal path to go from configuration CA to configuration CB requires L/2 elementary moves). In the absence
of disorder, the model is known to be conducting (see [37] for a detailed study of conductivity properties) ; the two
configurations CA and CB are equivalent up to a translation of one lattice site, and are thus expected to be connected
by a finite renormalized hopping. In the presence of disorder, these two configurations are not equivalent anymore, and
one expects that the renormalized hopping VL will become exponentially small in L for su!ciently strong disorder.
In the following, we describe our numerical results concerning the statistics of VL for even sizes 4 # L # 12 with

corresponding statistics 15.107 # ns(L) # 3650 of disordered samples (we have also data corresponding to L = 14
with ns = 100 samples, but this statistics has turned out to be insu!cient for most purposes).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE INTERACTING FERMIONS MODEL OF REF. [26]

A. Analysis of the localized phase

For strong disorder, we find that the renormalized hopping VL introduced in Eq. 9 flows towards smaller and
smaller values as L increases. As an example for W = 20, we show on Fig. 1 the probability distributions PL(ln VL) of
the variable lnVL over the disordered samples of a given size L = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 : the regular shift of these histograms
towards smaller values is clear. We show on Fig. 1 (b) the same data for the rescaled variable

x "
lnVL ! lnVL

"L
(10)

where lnVL is the averaged value and where "L is the width of the distribution PL(lnVL). One can see on Fig. 1 (b)
that the histograms of the rescaled variable x coincide within statistical fluctuations for L = 6, 8, 10, 12 (we have only

(Oganesyan et Huse 07)

H =
!

Ci,Cj

VCi,Cj |Ci!"Cj |
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II. EXACT RENORMALIZATION PROCEDURE IN CONFIGURATION SPACE

In this section, we briefly summarize the Aoki real space renormalization (’RG’) method for one-particle localization
models before we describe its generalization for many-body problems.

A. Reminder on Aoki real space RG for one-particle localization models

For Anderson localization models, there exists an exact real-space renormalization procedure at fixed energy E
which preserves the Green functions of the remaining sites [27–32].
The renormalization (RG) procedure can be applied to any Anderson localization model of the generic form

H =
!

i,j

Vi,j |i >< j| (1)

where Vi,i is the on-site energy of site i, and where Vi,j is the hopping between the sites i and j. Upon the elimination
of site i0 in the Schrödinger equation at energy E

E!(i0) = Vi0,i0!(i0) +
!

j !=i0

Vi0,j!(j) (2)

the remaining sites satisfy the Schrödinger equation at energy E with the renormalized parameters

V new
i,j = Vi,j +

Vi,i0Vi0,j

E ! Vi0,i0
(3)

These renormalization equations are exact since they are based on elimination of the variable !(i0) in the Schrödinger
Equation. As stressed by Aoki [27, 28], the RG rules preserve the Green function for the remaining sites. This
means for instance that if external leads are attached to all surviving sites, the scattering properties will be exactly
determined using the renormalized parameters (see [32] for more details). In particular, the renormalized hopping
between the last two surviving sites (after all other sites have been decimated) determines the two-point Landauer
transmission between leads attached to these two points [32] : it decays exponentially with the distance in the localized
phase, it remains finite in the delocalized phase, and at the critical point it becomes multifractal.

B. Generalization in configuration space for many-body localization models

The above RG procedure has the following natural generalization for many-body models. Let us denote C a
configuration of the many-body problem to write the Hamiltonian as

Hmany =
!

Ci,Cj

VCi,Cj |Ci >< Cj | (4)

Then the Schrödinger equation projected onto the configuration Ci0

E!(Ci0) =
!

Cj

VCi0 ,Cj!(Cj) (5)

allows to eliminate !(Ci0). The remaining configurations satisfy the Schrödinger equation with renormalized param-
eters

V new
Ci,Cj

= VCi,Cj +
VCi,Ci0

VCi0 ,Cj

E ! VCi0 ,Ci0

(6)

These rules in configuration space have been already used for the two-particle 1D Anderson tight-binding model [33].
In the following, we apply them to a model of interacting fermions that we now describe.
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decimation of configuration Ci0

ni = c†i ci = 0, 1

2L configurations Ci

W = variance of wi

{
wi, i.i.d Gaussian

2
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FIG. 1: (Color on line) Statistics of the renormalized hopping VL in the localized phase (data for the disorder strength W = 20)
: (a) Probability distribution PL(lnVL) of the logarithm of renormalized hopping VL for the sizes L = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. (b) same
data for the rescaled variable x of Eq. 10 for the sizes L = 6, 8, 10, 12 : the convergence towards a fixed rescaled distribution
P̃ (x) is rapid (we have only excluded the smallest size L = 4 that was too di!erent).

excluded the smallest size L = 4 that was too di!erent) : this shows that the convergence towards a stable rescaled
distribution P̃ (x) is rapid for this model.
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FIG. 2: (Color on line) Exponential decay of the typical renormalized hopping V typ
L ! elnVL in the localized phase : (a) Linear

decay of lnVL as a function of L (see Eq. 11). (b) Behavior of the slope 1/!loc(W ) (inverse of the localization length !loc(W ))
as a function of the disorder strength W

We show on Fig. 2 (a) the decay with L of the disorder-average lnVL for various disorder strengths in the range

6 ! W ! 20 : these curves correspond to an exponential decay with L of the typical value V typ
L " elnVL

ln(V typ
L ) " lnVL(W > Wc) #

L!"
$

L

!loc(W )
(11)

where !loc represents the localization length that diverges at the delocalization transition

!loc(W ) #
W!W+

c

(cst)(W $Wc)
#!loc (12)

We show on Fig. 2 (b) our numerical result for the slope 1/!loc(W ) as a function of the disorder strength W in the
region 6 ! W ! 20 (below W = 6 we cannot estimate the linear slope anymore). A three-parameter fit of the form
of Eq. 12 yields a critical point in the range

5.2 ! Wc ! 5.9 (13)

5

and a critical exponent around

!loc ! 0.5 (14)

B. Analysis of the delocalized phase
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FIG. 3: (Color on line) Statistics of the renormalized hopping VL in the delocalized phase (a) For the disorder strength W = 2,
the probability distribution PL(lnVL) of the logarithm of renormalized hopping VL remains the same for the sizes L = 8, 10, 12
(we have excluded the smallest sizes L = 4, 6 that were a bit di!erent). This should be compared with Fig. 1 (a) corresponding

to the localized phase. (b) Behavior of the typical asymptotic renormalized hopping V typ
!

! elnV! : lnV typ
!

= lnV! as a
function of the disorder strength W .

For weak disorder, we find that the renormalized hopping VL introduced in Eq. 9 remains a finite random variable
V! finite as L increases. As an example for W = 2, we show on Fig. 3 the probability distributions PL(ln VL) of the
variable lnVL over the disordered samples of a given size L = 8, 10, 12 (for clarity we have excluded the smallest sizes
L = 4, 6 that were too di!erent) : it is clear that these histograms coincide up to statistical fluctuations. This should
be compared with Fig. 1 (a) corresponding to the localized phase for W = 20. In the delocalized phase, the typical

renormalized hopping V typ
! " elnV! thus remains finite

lnVL(W < Wc, L) !
L"!

lnV!(W < Wc) finite (15)

We show on Fig. 3 (b) our numerical estimates of the asymptotic value lnV!(W < Wc) as a function of W . We find
that our data are compatible with an essential singularity behavior of the typical asymptotic hopping V typ

!

lnV typ
! (W < Wc) " lnV!(W < Wc) !

W"W"

c

#(cst)(Wc #W )#! (16)

A three-parameter fit of this form yields a critical point in the range

5.5 $ Wc $ 5.7 (17)

and an essential singularity exponent around

" ! 1.4 (18)

Essential singularities in transport properties have already been found in various disordered models, in particular
in Anderson localization on the Cayley tree (see [40, 44] and references therein) and in superfluid-insulator transitions
of disordered bosons (see [12–14, 16] and references therein).

W = 20 W = 2Wc ! 5.6

L ! 14



What happens in real space ?

|!mid! eigenstate of H in the middle of the energy spectrum E ! 0



*link with localization on the Cayley tree ?

*link with infinite randomness fixed point (Pal-Huse 2010)?

*consequences of the transition in real space ?

Conclusion
*applications of Aoki’s RG rules to localization transitions

*Anderson localization:  localized phase and directed polymer

multifractal behavior at criticality (PRBM)

*many-body localization:   more questions than answers


